will involve the expressions used by Chang and Fefferman [3] in their characterization of BMO in the bidisc. 
We wish to make a few remarks about the dependence on y of the expression FQ " in Theorem 2, which is in contrast with the situation in Theorem 1. Let us set, for xeR 4 ,
n idea which originates with Calderon. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides and invoking the normalization \^f(x)\ 2 dx/x = 1, we find that Fa(x) = Cyf(x), where |cJ < 1. Consequently, for any cube Q,
and in R d we may just as well use F,, rather than /.
There are two reasons we must use FQ ^ in the setting of product domains. First, Carleson [2] has shown that the dual of H^R x R) cannot be defined in terms of mean oscillations over rectangles, and thus there is no simple analog of the clean geometric definition of BMC^R^) for product domains. The second reason is technical: a must be so large that certain rectangles fit into certain cones (see the proof of Theorem 2 at the end of Section 3).
We also note that one usually sees a = 1 in definition (1.2). The proof of Theorem 2 will show that one can take a = 1 when S.y/€ L°° for a cone Fy which is sufficiently wide.
The crux of the argument for Theorem 2 is a corresponding result for double dyadic martingales. In section 2 we prove a vector-valued form of Theorem 1 which, by an iteration, yields the double martingale result. In section 3 we derive Theorem 2 from its martingale analog using a technique from [4] .
This work appears in my doctoral thesis and I would like to thank my advisor. Professor J. B. Garnett, for his tremendous support and encouragement while I was completing this work. I would also like to thank Professor S.-Y. A. Chang for bringing this problem to my attention and for many helpful conversations.
Double dyadic martingales.
Let 3F^ be the o-field generated by the dyadic intervals of length 2~" in [0,1]. The expectation of/on 3F^ is E(/W= S (AXi(x).
111=2-"
A dyadic martingale is a sequence </oJij2»-) suc^ fhat /" is measurable to ^ and E(^+J^) =/" for all n. Set ^ =/" -/n-i and define the / \1/2 square function of / by S/(x) = (^d^(x)) . We assume that f^ = do = 0. A double dyadic martingale can be written as a doubly indexed sequence {/","} where {/n,m} ls a dyadic marginale relative to n for each fixed m, and also a dyadic martingale in m for each fixed n. In this section we determine the sharp order of integrability of a double dyadic martingale whose square function is uniformly bounded. The strategy is to find the precise dependence on p of the constant Cp in the inequality ||/||p ^ Cp||S/||p. The following lemma appears in [4] . For the proofs of these corollaries, see the arguments given later in connection with Lemma 2.2.
If f^m is a double dyadic martingale. Lemma 2.1 immediately yields
the square function taken with respect to the single index n. Then we have 11/N.Nllp < C^IISJ^, p^l with, of course, C independent of N and p. We need, then, an L^ norm inequality between S^f and S/. This can be given in a more general framework. 
This last equality follows from the fact that both A,,_i and D^ are measurable with respect to ^n-i ^d r n merely changes sign on either half of the intervals of length l""^. Since, by Schwarz, r^ ^ 4A"-lD", the last expression is at most martingales with respect to m in the variable x^ with jq fixed. Each Xî n Lemma 2.2 can be replaced by aXi and we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.2(a). -||Si/||Lp(^ < C^PIIS/ULP^).
Proof. -We first want to estimate |{Si/>2^,S/<e^}|. The proof uses some standard arguments. Summing over the J[ in each J^ and then summing on the J^ yields |{ST/>2?i,S/W}| ^ e-^^^^IST^^I.
This good-X inequality is used in the usual way to estimate lllSi/liLp^)-Take a = (l-e)/26 2^. Then
Solving for e to insure that V e-1740 " 87102 /^ w 1/2 gives 1/e 2 » Cp, with C an absolute constant, and so fs^/^^c^rfsy^. D
We can now integrate in each variable separately, obtaining where Bp is asymptotic to (p) 2 . For single index dyadic martingales, Burkholder has given the sharp result, namely that Bp is p -1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.
We reduce to the double dyadic case, using a method from [4] , where the following lemma appears. Observe that by introducing the kernel v|^ya, a = a(y), we have obtained, in the estimate above, a sum over elongated tops of rectangles which corresponds to Sy/. For a smaller a, one obtains a sum corresponding to S^y, a square function with larger aperture. There is, however, no guarantee that S^eL°°. Peter Jones (personal communication) has constructed a function such that Syy-eL® but S^L". 
